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Abstract - This paper describes the application of the Formal Description Technique 
ESTEILE to the modelling and design of Operating Systems. We describe the overall scheme 
of a multiprogramming operating system and then we design in a top-down way the operating 
system, proposing its specification in ESTELLE at the same time. 

The use of ESTELLE allows not only the formal specification of an operating system 
like the one we describe, but also its simulation, and even its implementation, using 
development tools like the WorkStation EWS (developed in the Esprit project 1265: Sedos 
Estelle Demonstrator). 

Ali of the above makes the known advantages of the usual application of Formal 
Description Techniques to Communication Protocols available to the modelling, formalization 
and design of other kind of systems, such as Operating Systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Queue theocy [1], Markov processes [1], Petri networks [2], etc., have been used in the 
modelling and study of the behaviour of Operating Systems. In this paper we present another 
choice: Formal Description Techniques (FDT's). 

We have chosen ESTEILE among the different FDT's: ESTEILE [3], LOTOS [4], 
SDL [5] (described together in reference [6]), because we believe it is vecy suitable to the 
models and -schema that define an operating system, basically for its concept of structure by 
means of modules and channels. There are other examples in [7] of the application of 
ESTELLE outside the field of communication protocols. In manufacturing and industrial 
applications, ESTELLE has been used for example in the development of software for flexible 
assembly devices and for a solar plant control system. 

An operating system has several modes of operation, depending on how the processor 
(CPU), or processors, if they are present, executes the different processes in the system. So 
we speak of monoprogramming, multiprogramming, multiprocessing, etc .. In this paper, we 
are going to focus our attention on one of the possible modes of operation, multiprogramming. 
The main feature of multiprogramming is that the CPU does not need to finish execution of 
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72 Part Two Applications 

a process in order to execute another one. That is, the CPU will stop executing one process 
due to that process needing to wait (for an 1/0 operation, an event) or because the time 
(quantum) granted to that process is over. In any of these cases, the CPU will switch 
processes, that is, the CPU will execute any of the ready processes. Later on, the CPU will 
resume execution of the postponed process [8]. 

At the moment, most computer systems work following the multiprogramming model 
(minis and mainframes), which offers many advantages for the users and for the system itself 
over the monoprogramming model. Multiprogramming improves substantially the time 
parameters of the processes (response time, service time, variance) and the parameters that 
define the optimum use of the CPU (throughput) [9]. 

2. MULTIPROGRAMMING SCHEME- FIRST LEVEL 

In Figure 1 we show the block diagram we have designed for the first Jevel of a 
multiprogramming, multiuser system (with many user stations) . 
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Figure 1 - Multiprogramming scheme 
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2.1 Module Descriptions 
The different modules are: 
ST ATION: This module represents every user connected to the computer. We assume 

that there are n user stations connected. We could have modelled different types of users of 
the system, but we chose the users to have the same model of behaviour, in order to keep the 
design simple. To model different behaviours we would just have to repeat for every type of 
user what we do here for the one type. 

ADMITTED: This module manages the process submitted to execution by the n users. 
Management of secondary memory is also carried out this module. It also sends the results 
of the execution of processes to the corresponding users. 

READY: It manages the processes in the ready state, that is, the processes which own 
ali the resources needed to execute, with the exception of the CPU. This module also manages 
main memory. It is designed this way because ali processes in the ready state have one thing 
in common: they are loaded into main memory. 

W AITING: The processes move to this module when they are running and ask for an 
1/0 operation or they must wait for an event to happen. When the 1/0 peripheral finishes the 
operation or the event arrives, the process will move to the ready state again (it only needs 
the processor to resume execution). 

CPU: Processes are executed in this module. The model of operation of this module 
must be, obviously, multiprogramming. 

2.2 Channel Descriptions 
The design of the different communication channels shown in Figurel must be 

specified. This design is very important in the modelling of the system, for it is through these 
channels where the messages flow between the specified modules. 

The channels are: 
Channel A 

It connects the module STA TION representing each user with the module ADMITTED. 
There are as many A channels as users (n). The messages flowing through this channel are 
shown in Figure 2. 

process(e1) 

stat(i) 
V1 V2(1 

admit 
admlt(e2) 

noadmit(e3) 

results(e4) 

Figure 2 - Channel A 

The meaning of each message is: 
process (el): it is a process that the user sends to the computer to run it. The el 

parameter specifies the process to run. 
admit (e2): it informs the user that the computer (the module ADMITTED) accepts 

the execution of a previously sent process. The e2 parameter specifies the process admitted. 
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noadmit (e3): it is sent to the user when the module ADMITIED does not accept a 
process. The e3 parameter specifies the reasons of the rejection of the process: error, lack of 
resources, ... , so the user sending the process can act accordingly. 

results (e4): it sends to the user partial results during the execution of a process, or 
final results after its execution. The results are sent in the parameter e4. 

Channel B 
It connects the module ADMIITED with the module READY. Figure 3 shows the 

messages flowing through this channel. 

sendprocessmm(eSJ 

admit 
V3 

ready 
e.slc:processrrm 

sendprocesssn(e6) 

Figure 3 - Channel B 

The meaning of each message is: 
askprocessmm: using this message the module READY asks the module ADMIITED 

to send a process to it. That is, there is a need to load into main memory a process standing 
in secundary memory. 

sendprocessmm (e5): it implies the sending of the process asked using the previous 
message. The module ADMIITED will choose a process among the ready processes, and will 
send it to main memory. The scheduling policy is called long term scheduling. It can be 
FCFS(First Come First Served), SJF(Shortest Job First), pJ.iority, etc .. 

sendprocesssm (e6): when the module READY, as an effect of the medium term 
scheduling chooses a process to leave main memory to the secondary memory, sends the 
process into parameter e6 to ADMITTED using this message. The reason is to try to light the 
load on the multiprogramming grade of the system (number of processes in main memory). 
This message is also sent whenever a processes ends execution, if it needs to be stored in 
secondary memory. 

Channel C 
It connects the READY module with the CPU module of the system. Figure 4 shows 

the messages of this channel. 
The meaning of each message is: 
askprocess: if the CPU bas nothing to do (no process to run), it sends this message 

to READY asking it to send a process. 
sendprocesstorun (e7): whenever the previous message asks READY to send a 

process, a short term scheduling is used to choose a ready process and send it to the CPU in 
the parameter e7 of this message. The short term scheduler will follow a known scheduling 
policy: FCFS, SJF, priority, ... 

askmm (e8): a running process may need at any time more main memory. If this the 
case, this message will be sent to the module managing the main memory (READY). The 
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parameter e8 specifies the features of this memory: amount, location, etc .. 
givemm (e9): the module READY, once a message asking for main memory is 

received, manages it and then tells the CPU processor to continue executing the process which 
needed that memory. 

endprocess (elO): the CPU signals the module READY that the running process has 
finished execution. The memory used by this process must be freed and made available to 
other processes. 

outprocess (ell): this message is needed whenever a running process must go directly 
to the READY state. For example, if we use a time sharing processor scheduling, the process 
running is discharged after an specified amount oftime t (quantum) has expired. The process 
will resume execution in the future. 

glverm(e9) 

aend~rcxesstQI"" un( a 7) 

ready vs VS 
cpu 

askprocess 

endprocass(e10) 

outproeesa(e11) 

Ukrm(eB) 

Figure 4 - Channel C 

Channel D 
It connects the CPU module with the W AITING module. Figure 5 shows the design: 

slgn.,l(e13) 

processwa 1 t( e 12) 

cpu 
V7 va waiti 

Figure 5 - Channel D 

The meaning of each message of this channel is: 
processwait (el2): if the running process reaches a point where it must wait for 

something, it must leave the CPU, allowing execution of another process. This message makes 
the process wait for the resources it needs to continue. Parameter el2 specifies the process and 
the wait causes. 

signal (e13): a running process sends this message to signal another process, which 
was waiting, that the event it was waiting for is available. The process sending this message 
continues running, and the waiting process will move to the ready state. Parameter e13 
contains information about the process leaving the waiting state. 
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Channel E 
It connects the WAITING module with the READY module. Figure 6 shows this 

channel. 

r-eady 
processs rgnal(e14J 

waltl 
V9 V10 

Figure 6 - Channel E 

Its only message flowing is: 
processsignal (e14): it signals the addition of a process to the ready state. Later it will 

enter execution when the short term scheduler chooses it. 

Channel F 
It connects the CPU module with the ADMITI'ED module. Figure 7 shows this 

channel. 

newprocess(e16J 

lclllprocess(e17) 

results(e15) 

cpu 
V12 V11 

admit 

Figure 7 - Channel F 

The messages are the following: 
results (e15): whenever a process leaves the CPU (whether or not it bas completed 

execution), the results are sent by the parameter e15 of this message to the ADMITTED 
module. Management of secondary memory is carried out by the ADMITI'ED module, so the 
processes results are sent to the users of the system. 

newprocess (e16): a running process can create a child process. To achieve that, it will 
send this message to the ADMITTED process management module. Parameter e6 will carry 
information about the process to create. 

killprocess (el7): a running process can kill a child process using this message. e17 
signals the process to kill. 

2.3 First Level ESTELLE Specitication 

The first level ESTELLE specification for the system here developed will be: 

SPECIFICATION examplemultiprogramming 
TIMESCALE milliseconds ; 
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CONST 
n= ANY INTEGER ; 

TYPE parameterl 
VAR o o o 

(* CHANNELS *) 
CHANNEL A (stat,admit) 

(* number of stations *) 000 

BY stat: process (el: parameterl); 
BY admit: admit (e2: parameter2); 

noadmit (e3: parameter3); 
resultados (e4: parameter4); 

CHANNEL B (admit,ready); 
BY ready: askprocessmm; 

sendprocesssm(e6:parameter6); 
BY admit: sendprocessmm (eS: parameter5); 

CHANNEL C (ready,cpu); 
BY ready: sendprocesstorun(e7:parameter7); 

givemm (e9: parameter9); 
BY cpu: askprocess; 

askmm (e8: parameter8); 
endprocess (elO: parameterlO); 
outprocess (ell: parameterll); 

CHANNEL D (cpu,waiti); 
BY cpu: processwait (el2: parameterl2); 

signal (el3: parameterl3); 
CHANNEL E (waiti,ready); 

BY waiti: processsignal (el4: parameterl4); 
CHANNEL F (cpu,admit); 

BY cpu: results (elS: parameterl5); 
newprocess (el6: parameterl6); 
killprocess (el7: parameterl7); 

(* ENO CHANNELS *) 

(* MODULES OF THE SYSTEM *) 
(* MODULE STATION *) 

MODULE stationcab SYSTEMPROCESS 
IP Vl: A(stat) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE 
ENO; 
BODY stationbody FOR stationcab 
o o o o ( * SECOND LEVEL *) 
ENO; 
(* MODULE ADMITTED *) 

MODULE admittedcab SYSTEMPROCESS; 
IP V2: ARRAY [loon] OF A(admit) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 

V3: B (admit) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
Vll:F (admit) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 

ENO; 
BODY admittedbody FOR admittedcab; 
oooo (*SECOND LEVEL *) 
ENO; 
( * MODULE READY *) 

MODULE readycab SYSTEMPROCESS; 
IP V4: B(ready) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 

VS: C(ready) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
V9: E(ready) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 

ENO; 
BODY readybody FOR readycab; 
o••O (*SECOND LEVEL *) 
ENO; 
(* MODULE WAITING *) 

MODULE waitingcab SYSTEMPROCESS; 
IP V8: D(waiti) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 

VlO:E(waiti) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
ENO; 
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BODY waitingbody FOR waitingcab; 
•... (*SECOND LEVEL *) 
END; 
(* MODULE CPU *) 

MODULE cpucab SYSTEMPROCESS; 
IP V6: C(cpu) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 

V7: D(cpu) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 
Vl2:F(cpu) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE; 

END; 
BODY cpubody FOR cpucab; 
.... (*SECOND LEVEL *) 
END; 
(* INITIALIZATION MODULE EXAMPLEMULTIPROGRAMMING *) 

MOD VAR 
station: ARRAY [l .. n] OF stationcab; 
admitted : admittedcab 
ready : readycab ; 
waiting : waitingcab 
cpu : cpucab ; 

INITIALIZE 
BEGIN 
ALL i:l .. n DO 

!NIT station[i] WITH stationbody 
!NIT admitted WITH admittedbody 
!NIT ready WITH readybody ; 
!NIT waiting WITH waitingbody ; 
!NIT cpu WITH cpubody ; 
ALL i:l .. n DO 

CONNECT station[i].Vl TO admitted.V2[i] 
CONNECT admitted.V3 TO ready.V4 
CONNECT ready .VS TO cpu. V6 ; 
CONNECT admitted.Vll TO cpu.Vl2 
CONNECT ready.V9 TO waiting.VlO 
END 

END. 
(* END EXAMPLEMULTIPROGRAMMING *) 

3. TOP-DOWN DESIGN 

Once we have designed the first level of the system main modules and their 
communication channels we must go on designing the structure of each submodule (second 
level of design). This can be done in two different ways: going on dividing into submodules 
an so on (in a recursive way), or proposing a model for its behaviour with a finite extended 
automaton. 

In this paper, due to lack of space, we are going to present the development of only 
two modules of the first level: STATION (that will be divided into submodules) and CPU 
(whose behaviour will be proposed with an automaton). 

3.1 Module ST ATION 
We can see the refinement of this module into submodules and its interna! channels 

in Figure 8. 
The three submodules of STA TION are: 
HANDLER: It performs the control of the module STATION. 
TIMER: It performs statistics (response time, service rime, perf<nmance, variance, etc.) 

and other parameters relative to the user of this STATION. We will not detine it. 
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USER: It is the person who is seating at the STATION. 

a-MNrEL PC2 
TlloER ... . .. 

CK\MEL A 
....,LEA ... ut 

USER 
OWINEL PC1 ... ... 

Figure 8- Module STATION 

Figure 9 shows a design for the interna! channels PCl and PC2. We will not explain 
in detail the meaning of each message that flows through both channels [10]. 

e.skresu 1 ts(e12) 

unc~proeess(e11) 

... 
glvereault&(e13) 

••• . .. 
at.artprocess(e1<4) 

endprocess(e15) 

Figure 9- Channels PCl,PC2 

In this paper, we will not defme the first two submodules (HANDLER, TIMER) 
shortly described above. We will do it for the submodule USER only, whose behaviour will 
be expressed by an extended fmite automaton. 

In a simple example of the behaviour model for the module STATION, in which each 
user of the computer can be in one of these fi ve different states: 

Disconnected: the module USER is disconnected and it is not working in his 
STATION. 

Active: the module USER is in his STA TION sending processes for his execution to 
the system. 

Pickup: It asks for the results of the processes completed sent to the system. 
Waiting: It waits until requested results are sent. 
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Studying: It studies the results that are sent to it. Then it can send more processes 
(active), ask for more results (pickup) or leave the system (disconnected). 

Table 1 describes in an informal way the 8 posible transitions between the five states 
described above for this simple example. 

T FROM TO Informal description 

Disconnected Active We suppose that when the user gets disconnected he can get 
connected again whenever he wants, and if a time limit is excedeed 
(tl) he will get connected. 

2 Active Active A process is sent by the user, after which it stays in the same state, 
being able to send another process. 

3 Active Pickup The user is going to pick up the results of the processes previously 
sent and already executed. 

4 Pickup Waiting After asking for the results, it waits for their reception. 
5 Waiting Studying When requested results arrive, it is going to study them. 
6 Studying Active After studying the results it wants to send more processes to be 

executed. 
7 Studying Pickup After studying results it wants more results. 
8 Studying Disconnected After studying results it leaves the system. 

Table 1 - Transitions of the USER automaton. 

3.2 ESTELLE Specitication of STATION 

BODY stationbody FOR stationcab 
CONST ••• , 
TYPE parameterll= •.. ; ... 
VAR 

OF STATION *) 
(user, handler); 

(* CHANNELS 
CHANNEL PCl 

BY user: sendprocess (ell:parameterll); 
askresults (e12:parameter12); 

BY handler: giveresults (e13:parameter13) 
CHANNEL PC2 (handler,timer); 

BY handler: startprocess (e14:parameter14); 
endprocess (e15:parameter15); 

(* MODULES OF STATION *) 
MODULE handlercab ACTIVITY; 
IP IP4: PC2 (handler) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE 

IP2: PCl (handler) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE 
IP3: A (station) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE 

END; 
BODY handlerbody for handlercab 

END; 

MODULE timercab ACTIVITY ; 
IP IPS: PC2 (timer) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE 
END: 
BODY timerbody for timercab ; 

END; 
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MODULE usercab ACTIVITY ; 
IP IP3: PCl (user) INDIVIDUAL QUEUE ; 
END; 
BODY userbody for usercab ; 
CONST tl,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6,t7 = ANY INTEGER; 
TYPE •.• , 
VAR ••• , 

(* STATES OF THE USER *) 
STATE disconnected, active, pickup, waiting, studying; 
(* INITIAL STATE *) 
INITIALIZE TO disconnected 
(* INICIALIZATION VARIABLES *) 
BEGIN 

END ; 
(* BEHAVIOUR OF AUTOMATON USER - 8 TRANSTIONS (tablel) *) 
(* TRANSl *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (0, tl) 
FROM disconnected 
TO active 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANSl IN PASCAL *) 
END ; 
(* TRANS2 *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (t2) 
FROM active 
TO same 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS2 IN PASCAL *) 

OUTPUT IP3.sendprocess ( ... ) 
END; 
(* TRANS3 *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (t3,t4) 
FROM active 
TO pickup 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS3 IN PASCAL *) 
END ; 

(* TRANS4 *) 
TRANS 
FROM pickup 
TO waiting 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS4 IN PASCAL *) 

OUTPUT IP3.askresults ( ... ) 
END; 
(* TRANSS *) 
TRANS 
WHEN IP3.giveresults ( ... ) 
FROM waiting 
TO studying 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANSS IN PASCAL *) 
END; 
(* TRANS6 *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (t5) 
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FROM studying 
TO active 
BEGIN 

Part Two Applications 

(* BODY TRANS6 IN PASCAL *) 
ENO; 
(* TRANS7 *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (t5) 
FROM studying 
TO pickup 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS7 IN PASCAL *) 
ENO; 
(* TRANSB *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (t6,t7) 
FROM studying 
TO disconnected 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANSB IN PASCAL *) 
ENO; 
ENO ; 
(* ENO MODULE USER *) 

(* INITIALIZATION OF MODULE STATION *) 
MOD VAR 

timer: timercab ; 
handler: handlercab 
user: usercab; 

INITIALIZE 
BEGIN 
INIT timer WITH timerbody ; 
INIT handler WITH handlerbody 
INIT user WITH userbody ; 
ATTACH Vl TO handler.IPl ; 
CONNECT user.IP3 TO handler.IP2 ; 
CONNECT handler.IP4 TO timer.IP5 ; 
ENO ; 

ENO ; 
(* ENO MODULE STATION *) 

3.3 Module CPU 
It is the processor of the system working in a multiprogramming mode; we will 

introduce a simple model that has five states: 
ldle: The processor has no process to execute; when it is in this state it must ask the 

READY module a process to be executed. 
Waiting: The processor is waiting to receive a process previously requested. 
Running: The processor is executing a process; when it is in this state severa! changes 

of state can happen, that ghanges represent differents events than can happen when the CPU 
is executing a process. 

Needmemory: if during the execution of a process more main memory is needed (for 
instance, a dynamic petition or the need of a page or segment not resident in main memory), 
the CPU will go to this state, where it stays until the process has enough main memory. 

Intermediate: It is a state in which the CPU is in a transitory mode. When this state 
is left the CPU return to running state, with the only goal that the delay timers get initial value 
of zero. 
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Table 2 describes in an informal way 10 possible transitions between the 5 states 
described. 

T 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

FROM 

ldle 

Waiting 
Running 

Running 

Running 

Running 

Running 

Intermedia te 

Running 

Needmemory 

TO 

Waiting 

Running 
Idle 

Idle 

ldle 

Intermediate 

Intermediate 

Running 

Needmemory 

Running 

Informal description 

If the processor is in the idle state it means that it is not executing 
any process, so with this transition it asks for a process and waits 
for its reception. 
A process arrives and then it is executed. 
When the processor is executing a process, this process may be 
finished o interrupted. In the former case, the state will change to 
idle after sending the resul ts of the finished process. 
When the processor is executing a process, it is interrupted because 
its quantum expires, then processor will change into the idle state 
after sending the process to the module READY. 
When the processor is executing a process, it is interrupted because 
an 1/0 operation is needed or it waits in a semaphore until an event 
occurs. This situation is simulated by this transition, where the 
processor changes to the idle state after sending the process to the 
W AITING module. 
If the running process wants to create a son process, it will be sent 
to the module ADMITIED through this transition. 
If the running process wants to kill a son, it will be sent to the 
module ADMITIED through this transition. 
The processor arrives to Intermediate state when the running process 
creates or kills another process, leaving irnmediatly this state 
through this transition. 
If the running process asks dynamically for more main memory, the 
processor changes the state Needmemory through this transition. 
When the demand memory is satislied the processor continues 
executing the process, that is, it changes to the state running. 

Table 2 - Transitions of the CPU automaton 

3.4 ESTELLE Specification of CPU 

BODY cpubody FOR cpucab ; 
CONST tl,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6,t7,t8,t9,t10,tll,t12= ANY INTEGER; 
TYPE ... , 
VAR ••• , 
(* STATES OF CPU MODULE *) 
STATE idle,waiting,running,needmemory,intermediate 
(* INITIAL STATE *) 
INITIALIZE TO idle 
(* INITIALIZATION VARIABLES *) 
BEGIN 

END ; 

(* BEHAVIOUR OF CPU MODULE - 10 TRANSITIONS OF TABLE2 *) 
(* TRANSl*) 
TRANS 
FROM idle 
TO waiting 
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BEGIN 
(* BODY TRANS1 IN PASCAL *) 

OUTPUT V6.askprocess 
ENO ; 
(* TRANS2 *) 
TRANS 
WHEN V6.processtorun ( •.. ) 
FROM waiting 
TO running 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS2 IN PASCAL *) 

ENO ; 
(* TRANS3 *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (tl,t2) 
FROM running 
TO id1e 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS3 IN PASCAL *) 

OUTPUT V12.results( •.• ); 
OUTPUT V6.endprocess( .•. ) 

ENO ; 
(* TRANS4 *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (t3,t4) 
FROM.running 
TO idle 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS4 IN PASCAL *) 

OUTPUT V6.outprocess( .•. ) 
ENO ; 
(* TRANSS *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (t5,t6) 
FROM running 
TO idle 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANSS IN PASCAL *) 

OUTPUT V7.processwait( ••• ) 
ENO ; 
(* TRANS6 *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (t7,t8) 
FROM running 
TO intermediata 

BEGIN 
(* BODY TRANS6 IN PASCAL *) 

OUTPUT V12.newprocess( ••• ) 
END ; (* TRANS7 *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (t9,t10) 
FROM running 
TO intermediata 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS7 IN PASCAL *) 

OUTPUT V12.killprocess( ••. ) 
ENO ; 
(* TRANS8 *) 
TRANS 
FROM intermediata 
TO running 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS8 IN PASCAL *) 

END; 
(* TRANS9 *) 
TRANS 
DELAY (tll, t12) 
FROM running 
TO needmemory 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS9 IN PASCAL *) 

OUTPUT V6. askmm ( ••• ) 
ENO- ; 
(* TRANS10 *) 
TRANS 
WHEN V6.givemp ( .•. ) 
FROM needmemory 
TO running 
BEGIN 

(* BODY TRANS10 IN PASCAL *) 

ENO ; 
ENO ; 
( * ENO OF CPU MODULE *) 

4. DEVELOPMENT WITH ESTELLE WORKSTATION 

The whole ESTELLE specification for the multiprograming system is done in [10]. Its 
data are: 
DATA OF THE SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

Number of code lines: ...••.•..•••. 3823 
Number of procedures:............. 83 
Number of functions:.............. 14 
Number of modules:................ 51 
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Number of modules bodys: ....... , . . 51 
Number of channels:............... 36 
Number of interaction points:..... 108 
Number of transitions:............ 190 
Number of output sentences:....... 154 
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Once the system specification is specified, we can continue with the simulation of its 
behaviour and its later implementation using the Estelle WorkStation (EWS). EWS is the 
result of the ESPRIT european Project 1265 (Sedos ESTELLE Demonstrator), developed by 
some universities and fmns from several European countries. 

All software tools integrating that project run under Unix in Apollo and Sun work
stations (for us, a SUN 4.0), and it is intended that the specification of any system could be 
validated, translated and then generated into C code, so simulations and implementations of 
the designed system can be perfonned. 

First, to write the example specification of this paper we have used the editor 
SOE/ESTELLE [11.1] (A Syntax Oriented Editor for ESTELLE) and we store it with the 
name example.stl. Then, we use a ESTELLE TRANSLATOR [11.2], that validates 
syntacticaly the specification and gives us a listing with the results of the compilation: cross
references, infonnation about modules and a summary of the specification; ali these things are 
stored in the flle example.stl.l. Moreover, in this step a file in an intennediate code example.if, 
that will be used in following phases is created. 

After this, if the specification has defined values for the constants (CONST), types 
(TYPE), procedures (PROCEDURE) and functions (FUNCTION) we can go to following 
phases: to use the ESTELLE C GENERA TOR [11.3] to obtain a file example.c from 
example.if. This is the system specification in C language (the number of generated lines is 
about 10 times greater than the original ESTELLE specification). Finally, the C program can 
be compiled and the result is used by the ESTELLE SIMULATOR [11.4] to perform the 
simulation, and by the ESTELLE Implementation Motor [11.5] to make the implementation. 

Recently, we have a VEDA tool [12] (its name is VESAR in its later version). This 
tool, developed by Verilog, is a subset of ESTELLE, but has some advantages over EWS 
ESTELLE to simulate the behaviour of the modeled system, being able in this way to improve 
the study of the modeled or specified systems with the ESTELLE FDT, as it is done in this 
paper. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The design shown in this paper is based on a hierarchical structure for a 
multiprogramming operating system (fully specifred in [10]); to do that we have divided 
modules into submodules and so on in a recursive scheme. In [10] this is also done for other 
kinds of operating systems: monoprogramming, multiprocess and distributed network. 

This view of the system has a significant advantages: for example, if we want to study 
processor management in detail, there is in our design one module for the processor 
management (CPU), so we are able to deepen in its design, proposing different scheduling 
strategies, analysing and comparing the perfonnance of the different policies. 

We have already said that we have chosen the FDT ESTELLE because it fits very well 
with the modules and channels in which we have modeled the operating system and because 
we have access to some ESTELLE based tools. It would be interesring for further works to 
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model the system using other formal description techniques: LOTOS, SOL, and so be able to 
compare advantages and disadvantages of each of them. 

Finally, the main goal with the design shown in this paper was to prove it is possible 
to apply formal description techniques (in this study, FDT ESTEILE) to the field of operating 
systems; thus we can get the well known advantages of the traditional FDTs application, that 
is, communication protocols. As an operating system is a very complex concurrent system, the 
use of FDTs facilitates the abstraction and structuring of the operating systems definition in 
a concrete, clear and unambiguous way. Beside, to the advantages of the modelling of the 
operating system or part of it, we ha veto add the facilies of the Estelle WorkStation (and also 
VESAR), so we can perform the simulation, and also, its implementation, together with the 
formalitation of different policies of resource management. In this way we can study the 
behaviour of alternate solutions in order to choose the best. 
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